
  

Dungeon Race
A free to download, print and play game by Peter Vodden © Copyright 2007

petervodden.wordpress.com

Print & Assemble the Game :

(1) You need: a printer, some heavy paper (or thin card), scissors, glue & a dice. 

(2) Print pages 1,2 & 3 on ordinary paper at A4 size.

(3) Print pages 4,5,6,7 & 8 at A4 size on heavy paper or thin card (180g/sq.m. Is good.) If 
you have access to a laminator, then laminating the board segments will make for an 
attractive and hard-wearing surface.

(5) Cut the board quarter segments to size along the THIN black lines.

(6) Tape the board segments together on the undersurface. REALLY IMPORTANT ! : 
Ensure that you assemble the board segments correctly. Here's how to check:

With the EXIT square at lower left, then the contents of the Wizard's room in the center are:

lower left = crate & "start"
lower right = chair & lectern

upper left = mirror & cupboards
upper right =  world globe & shelves

(7) Find an ordinary 6-sided die to use when rolling to move.

(8) Cut out and glue the hexagonal based player tokens (blue, red, green, yellow). They 
fold like this: 

(9) Optional: If you want to make custom dice for the game, then find two old dice cubes 
that are not needed for anything special. Cut out the custom dice faces from page 8 and 
glue them to the dice cubes. (Double sided tape works great for this). The custom Pit dice 
shows three stone slabs and three pits. The custom Door dice shows three open doors, 
and three closed doors.

You are ready to play.



  

"Dungeon Race" – Game Rules

The Wizard has challenged you all to compete in a race, to see who is the smartest, the 
fastest, and the luckiest!

Starting from the Wizard's Room down in the very centre of the dungeon, you will race 
through the passageways and up the dungeon levels to the Exit.

Players choose a coloured token and place it in the Wizard's Room (The 4 tiles at the 
centre of the board). Players roll a standard 6-sided dice to see who goes first (highest 
goes first), and the turn passes clockwise. 

In your turn, you roll a 6-sided dice and move your player token forward that many spaces. 
In your first turn, the curved steps are counted as the first space. (Any steps in the dungeon 
always count as just one space.)

You cannot land on top of another player. You must continue moving in the same 
direction past as many players as necessary to land on the next free space.

The first to pass through the exit door is the winner. (Landing on the "EXIT" space is not 
enough, you must pass through the door.) You don't need to roll any special number to 
start,  and you don't need to roll an exact number to escape.

Treasure Chest

Pit Slide

If you land on a space with a Chest, then you have discovered a Treasure Chest. Great ! 
You get another turn – roll again !

If you land on a Pit space, then roll the Pit Dice. If you roll a solid stone symbol then you 
jump over the Pit onto the next free space. If you roll a Pit symbol, then you have fallen in. 
You tumble down a slide under the wall, which dumps you on the nearest space one level 
down.

Note: If you didn't make 
the custom Pit dice, just 
use a standard die.

1,2,3 = fall in

4,5,6 = jump across.



  

Sticky Green Slime

If you land on a blob of Sticky Green Slime you are slowed down while you get free of it. On 
your next turn, you can only move one space.

Secret Door

If you land on a space with a door in the wall, then you have discovered a Secret Door 
leading up to the next level. Roll the Door Dice. If you roll a closed door symbol, then the 
door is locked/stuck - you failed to get through, and you stay where you are. If you roll an 
open door symbol, then you go through the door and up one space to the next level.

Hint:
Only attempt doors on your left hand side – doors on your right hand side lead down one 
level !

Enjoy the game !!

Note: If you didn't make 
the custom door dice, 
just use a standard die.

1,2,3 = locked/stuck

4,5,6 = open



  

Game board – top left segment



  

Game board – top right segment
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Game board – lower left segment



  

Game board – lower right segment



  

Player Tokens

Custom dice
faces – Pit dice

Custom dice
faces – Door dice
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